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SYMPOSIUM:
PROCEDURAL ASPECTS OF INTERNATIONAL LAW

INTRODUCTION

The activities of law schools, bar associations and foundations today reflect a growing concern with international law. Yet until recently this newly-acquired interest in “world peace through law” has centered upon the need to refine or create substantive rules; the procedural problems of applying this body of law have been largely overlooked or ignored. Three years ago the Syracuse University College of Law, recognizing that the procedural side of international law had received far too little attention, established an International Legal Studies Program with major research responsibilities in this area. Two books, one symposium, and several articles have appeared to date.

This symposium is the program’s latest contribution to legal literature. Publication of this symposium and the proceedings of the recent annual meeting of the American Society of International Law should create further interest in this hitherto neglected area. While efforts to restate or codify substantive rules of international law are most important, so too are efforts like these papers which suggest ways and means of bringing this law to bear on governments. Everyone concerned with building international law, then, would do well to keep in mind the observa-


4. It consists of four papers on various aspects of the subject which were delivered at the first Regional Meeting of the American Society of International Law held in Syracuse on March 14, 1964.

tion of Mr. Justice Holmes that "legal obligations that exist but cannot be
enforced are ghosts that are seen in the law but are elusive to the grasp."\(^6\)

\(^6\) The Western Maid, 257 U.S. 419, 433 (1922).